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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:           Service Managers  
FROM:          Mark Bolick 
           General Manager, Product Support 
 
DATE:           October 18, 2021 
 
SUBJECT:    Kubota CCV Filter Maintenance 
 
 
 
As Part of EPA Tier 4 regulations, all Kubota Common Rail (CR) engines are equipped 
with a Crankcase Ventilation (CCV) system.  
 
We have experienced some instances of the CCV filter becoming clogged prior to the 
1500 hour Kubota recommended replacement interval. Clogging of this filter may result in 
oil buildup in this housing failing to drain back to crankcase.  This can lead to oil being 
introduced to the intake tract. Possible issues include misdiagnosis of turbo failure, 
emissions related codes, frequent DPF regeneration, and potential for engine to continue 
to run with key off. 
 
To ensure optimum engine performance, customers and dealers should check the CCV 
filter for evidence of freezing or excess oil buildup during each engine oil change and the 
CCV filter should be changed every 1,500 hours as per Kubota recommended 
maintenance schedule. Follow the guide below for inspection and replacement of the 
filter.  Part numbers included at the bottom of this document. 
 
1. Before proceeding, ensure the engine is OFF and the CCV housing is not hot to the 
touch. 
 
2. Locate the CCV filter housing on the engine (shown below).  
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3. Remove the clamp and hose from the bottom of the assembly.  
NOTE: The unit shown has the Filter Access Cover located on the 
BOTTOM. For models with the Filter Access Cover on the TOP, the 
drain hose may not need to be removed. 

 
4. Gently unscrew the Filter Access Cover taking care not to damage the O‐Ring. This can 
be done by hand but a wrench may be used if necessary.   
 

Warning: If there is oil buildup present in the housing, it may be hot.  Protect 
yourself accordingly. 

 
5. Remove the filter from the housing. 
 
6. Check for signs of water, ice, or excess oil buildup inside the housing and on the filter 
itself. 
 
 
 
7. If found, remove any water, ice or excess oil from inside the CCV filter housing and 
replace the CCV filter using the following part numbers: 
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1013395-06 CCV Filter Kit D1803 & V2607 Engines 1000G, 5300, 7000C, 8500D 
1016478-04 CCV Filter Kit V3800 74hp Engines 8510D/E, 8515D/E, 6150  
1016249-76 CCV Filter Kit V3800 SCR Engines 8520/B, 8616C/D, 8530 

 
 
Please contact Rapid Response if you have any questions.  1-844-205-5499 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Bolick 
G.M. Product Support 


